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Supplement to “Small-volume basaltic volcanoes:  eruptive products and processes, 
and post-eruptive geomorphic evolution in Crater Flat (Pleistocene), southern 
Nevada” by Valentine et al. 
 

TERMINOLOGY 

The formal names of the eruptive centers include the word cone (e.g., Red Cone), 

and we modify these with the word volcano to refer to the combination of lavas and 

pyroclastic materials and their associated landforms for an eruptive center.  The word 

cone is restricted to that specific landform.  The term lava flow field (or lava field) 

indicates an area that is covered with multiple lava flow units emplaced by multiple 

mechanisms such as stacking of flow units and inflation.  This differs somewhat from the 

term compound lava, which we reserve for stacks of flow units (following Walker, 1973; 

Francis, 1993), but is similar to the use of compound lava field by Pinkerton and Sparks 

(1976) and Duncan et al. (2004).  The topographic high formed by accumulation of lavas 

is referred to as a lava platform.  Bocca refers to a vent, typically located at the foot of a 

scoria cone, that feeds lava flows and has little if any pyroclastic component.  Terms to 

describe pyroclast size and shape (e.g., ash, lapilli, block, bomb) follow definitions in 

Fisher and Schmincke (1984).  Some of the deposits we describe below are welded to 

various degrees, ranging from partly welded (or sintered, where clasts are stuck together 

where they touch, but are not deformed) to completely or densely welded (clasts have 

flattened, lost their porosity, and coalesced to form a lava-like mass that may contain 

relict clast textures), with moderately welded referring to an intermediate state between 

these two end members where clasts are deformed but still easily distinguished and some 

original porosity remains.  Agglutinate refers to coarse (large lapilli to blocks and bombs) 

deposits that are welded to some degree.  Primary refers to deposits or features that are 
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directly caused by volcanic processes, as opposed, for example, to reworked deposits that 

have been modified or mobilized and subsequently re-deposited by the action of water 

and/or wind after eruptions ceased. 

 Three types of explosive eruptions are discussed in this paper.  Strombolian 

eruptions are characterized by pulsed or discrete explosions resulting from bursting of gas 

pockets from a magma column, producing mainly coarse, fluidal clasts with ballistic 

trajectories near the vent and scoria lapilli on outer slopes (e.g., Vergniolle and Mangan, 

2000; Vespermann and Schmincke, 2000). Violent Strombolian events (also referred to as 

“transitional” by Parfitt, 2004) are characterized by rapidly pulsed or steady eruptions of 

well-fragmented pyroclasts to form sustained eruption columns from which clasts are 

deposited by fallout, with less abundant ballistic bombs (e.g., Valentine, 1998; Arrighi et 

al., 2001; Valentine et al., 2005).  The eruption columns may be on the order of hundreds 

of meters to a few kilometers in height.  Hydrovolcanic events are driven by explosive 

interaction between magma and groundwater or surface water. 

 This paper also refers to geomorphic features such as surface mosaics and desert 

pavements.  Surface mosaic refers to the arrangement of clasts on surfaces and is 

typically classified according to the fraction of open space between clasts and their size 

range (e.g., Wood et al., 2002).  In an arid to semi-arid environment, the surface of a lava 

flow will evolve through a combination of mechanical weathering of highs on the lava 

surface, accumulation of eolian sediment (particularly in low spots and swales) and 

finally the accumulation of pedogenic carbonates and relatively active erosion (e.g., 

Wells et al., 1985).  The characteristics of surface mosaics provide a measure of that 

surface evolution process.  Desert pavements are one-clast-thick surface layers of 
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relatively tightly fitted, lapilli-sized clasts that form concurrently with the accumulation 

of underlying eolian soils (e.g., McFadden et al., 1987; Valentine and Harrington, 2006). 
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